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Abstract 

A catalogue comprising soae 30,000 strong and moderate-sited earthquakes with their asso

ciated aftershocks, collected worldwide, has been established for the purpose of studying tin» 

and Magnitude distributions with engineering applications in aind. An attempt is made to nod-

el this data base using, notably, Poisson and Weibull relations. Preliminary results includ* 

regional variations in a coefficient evaluated by swans of the Magnitude law and the computed 

probability of occurrence of an aftershock of given Magnitude within a given tine afcer the 

Main shock. A relationship is likewise shown to exist between Maxinum-density magnitudes and 

Che Maximum-density time intervals- separating individual events. 

I. Introduction 

To date, seisMic hasard assessment for sensitive installations such as nuclear facilities 

implicitly includes danger owing to the occurrence, in the wave of a damaging earthquake, of 

one or «ore additional severe events or of a very dense series of smaller shocks, in che Safe-

ty Design earthquake (in French, Séieme ffajori de S4curi:i). However, a more precise under

standing of this aspecr of seisrie hazard can welt be deemed desirable. Accordingly, che In*. 

titut de Protection et de Sûreté Nucléaire of the French CoanissariaC » l'Energie Atomique 

has undertaken a comprehensive statistical study of the aftershock phenomenon, still ongoing, ' 

of which che two initial phases are : 

a) An atteMpt at modelling the aftershock phenomenon and at identifying determining fac

tors, geOfraphie or geodynamic, among others. An extensive data base including more than 4)0 

earthquake sequences from throughout the world has been compiled and is added on co ** new da

ta become available. Cenerally, only earthquakes giving rise to relatively large numbers of 

aftershocks (average J7) were selected. Some conclusions derived from a preliminary analysis 

of this base will be described hereinafter. 

b) An assessment of seismic hasard resulting from aftershocks, established on a regional 

basis. This aspect of the study is still in progress. Regional catalogues have been consti

tuted including large- or moderate-magnitude earthquakes followed by few or no afcershocks, to 

as to arrive at a fore realistic estimate of actual probabilities ; chess, however, have not a» 

yet been processed. * / 

The computerized data base created during che first phase of this project contain» che 
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following fairly raadil/ available information concerning aach event: data, origin time, laci-
euda, longitude, local magnitude »t and/or body wava magnitude «», and focal dapch, drawn fro» 
diverat international cataloguât. The principal criterion «sad in circumscribing «aeh sequence 
va» geographical: the radiue of afterehecke waa reatriceed to that daacribed during cha early, 
high-density phase of the series. This appears to vary considerably fro» region to region, 
but little, if at all, with magnitude. Geographical representivi^y was sought, while respect
ing structural considerations such as continental or oceanic, plate aargin or intraplata con-
taxes, albeit conditioned by data availability. It should, furthermore, be mentioned that a 
large Majority of aain shocks (SIS) have magnitudes of at least Î, and 62Z of at least V.5, in 
line with a aajority of earthquakes ascribed to sites in western Europe. It was, aaong other 
things, iasMdiacely observed that, in a grant many sequences, a second event of equal or near
ly equal Magnitude took place, sometimes shortly after the initial event, sometimes only days, 
weeks, or even aonths later, ta S7Z of the series, the magnitude differential between the two 
strongest shocks was less than one-half degree. 

To permit of a more convenient investigation of the various problems involved in model
ling the data, a congloaaraca file made up of the first 226 sequences (13,000 individual e-
'vents) waa created. The following paragraphs will be dealing with results obtained through 
use of this. 

2. Calculating Magnitude Distribution 

Figure 1 presents tha actual conglomerate magnitude dsts in bar-graph fora, with the se
lected modelling curve superimposed thereon, computed froa the following probability law: 

p (a|9) - 9 • EXP [-9a] (I) 

for • * a., where 9 is a frequency paramecer^nd a. can be considered as being approximately 
the magnitude for which 'the density of events is greatest. As can be seen on Figure I, for 
magnitudes smaller than a,, the density drops off sharply, probably largely due to a more or 
lass systematic omission of weaker event* froa hypocentral determination listings ss well as 
individual seismograph station readings. With tha value of a. estsblished mathematically, 9 
may Chan be computed for that portion of the magnitude population equal or superior co m,, us
ing Che simplified equation: 

I - « / îm<- 1 / i (2) 
For cha data conglomerate used, 9 was found to be about 2.76 and a», about 4.9. 

3. Calculating Temporal Distributions 

In cha prasanc tcudy, as a first approach co che problem, temporal distributions have 
been investigacad irrespective of the magnitudes of ehe «vent» involved. Two espaces were 
considered successively, based on cha interval between a given event and a) che initial event 
and b) cha preceding avanc. 

Whan'considering Cha decrease in number of afcershocks vich cime, Omori's law, presuppos
ing a hyperbolic behavior for chis variacion, was found co be not very satisfactory, particu
larly at che bnsec of che series. An alcsrnacive solucion, calling upon che following Weibull 
law aodel: 
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r p Ce|a,Y) • «ft'"' EXP [-«t^ (3) "' 

presented quiea a food fit for cha actual data fro» eha conglomerate fila, plotted against ehe 
logarithm of ciaa in seconda. 

Whan attempting to model eha distribution of ciaa intervals becween successive avants, 
soaa difficulty was encountered. Although cha Waibull solution was considerably better adapc* 
ad Chan a hyperbolic one, a systeaatic skewing see** unavoidable- It is suspected, in lifhe 
of evidence of information loss through elimination of weak events already mentioned with re
spect CO the magnitude data, that this data may also in fact ba distorted, between-evant in
tervals being artificially lengthened by the disappearance of one or more intervening events. 

4. Principal Results 
Regional •jgriatione in mean magnitude go*ffinvent. Magnitude coefficients were computed, 

as described above, for some 350 individual series available at the time. Alchough 9 values 
actually varied between I and over 10, moat fall ineo a ranga between l.S end 6, high values 
generally indicacing large numbers of avenca of almost equal magnicude. Means obtained for 
geographically homogeneous series tend to display regional variations that may well prove sig
nificant. Along the western coast of the Americas, values average between 2.5 and 3, albeit 
with lower values for California. The same range holds true of ehe Japan area and of most of 
Asia. Higher values, up to almost 3.5, are found in eha eastern Pacific, and lower ones, a-
round'2,, in western Europe. The moat striking differences were observed for the oceanic rift 
zones, yielding almost consistently high values - around 5 • due to a typical «warm-type ac
tivity. 

Relationship betueen maximum-dentity magnitude and maximeirdeneity time interval betueen 
évente. Although magnitude haa not been direcciy eaken inco account in time distribution mod
elling, it haa been reincroduced in cercain rasulcs. Hare, for all sufficiently dense indi
vidual series, a correspondance waa sought becween ehe maximum-density magnitude a«, defined 
earlier, and a saxiaua-densicy time interval, termed 6, calculated by ehe aquation: 

0 («) • max fo («j)l (4) 
Inieial mji pairs ware computed for cha series, eliminating all events with a < a, ; subse
quent pairs were gencraeed by incrementing a* by 0.1 degree magnitude seeps u long as eha S 
comoucaeion could ba maintained seabla. The resulting graph is shown in figure 2, wich sépa
rées symbols for Mt and «» (however, no significant difference between ehe two is observable). 
Although i values show a high degree of vercicel scatter, a sharp lower liaic, or cut-off 
peine, is described, materialized by a dashed line: chit limit is clearly seen co be aagnicude 
dependent, correlating higher magnitudes wich longer intervals. Values along this line read: 
Magnicude: 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 
Time: 24sec 36sec S4sec I.Jain 2ain Jain 4.3ain 6.5ain lOain 
Ic would not seea unreasonable to suggest that chase incervals aighe raflacc a minimum time 
required for rocks eo accumulées tufficianc scrats for a new shock of given magnitude co be 
ganeraeed. 

Probability of o-saurrenae of i firtt aftershock of given magnitude, venue time. Hare 
again, ehe nocion of magnitude has been brought ineo a time-distribution schema. Using the 
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V i t a l conglomerate daca and the relation 

r ( t i ) - i / » , (S) 

«a «ay express Che distribution of events in tin»; by plotting lOO'F(c), we diraeely obtain 
the pereantaga of risk that an avant will arriva bafora tin» t. The data can then be sorted 
according to aagnicude- Figura 3 depieta a family of curves derived in this aanner tot vari
ous magnitude levels. Aa waa to be expected, probability ia seen to diminish as magnitude ri* 
tat, but also to increase aa time lengthens, up to the extinction of the series. Some signif
icant readings from this graph are: 

Magnitude after 3 hra. after 24 hra. after 12 days before extinction 

5 «60X »80Z «85X «86Z 
S.S 35Z «55Z «65Z *67Z 
6 > SX '13Z »23Z »33Z 

Initial bunching of low-magnitude curves reflects the paucity of data for this area in the 
population studied. It should also be noted that probabilities expressed must not be taken as 
representing, par sa, the actual risk in any given site: the data base from which they are 
drawn was purposely biaaed by favoring exceptionally long and dense sequences, capable of sup
plying sufficient information to admit defining the nature of the phenomena examined. Aa (men
tioned in the introduction, the data base is being completely remodelled so that more realis
tic estimates in this field may be obtained. 

frv Conclusion 

It has been shown in the preceding «paragraphs that, even using a relatively modest data 
population, interaacing and stable results could be obtained with respect to both magnitude 
and time distributions for aftershock behavior. Further work might, among other things, be 
oriented cowards an integration of chase two aapeccs. The same data base could likewise be 
used to study aftershock radii surrounding the foci of strong earthquakes. 
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